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Abstract
It is well known that quantifier elimination plays a relevant role in

proving decidability of theories. Herein the objective is to provide a tool-
box that makes easier to establish quantifier elimination in a semantic
way, capitalizing on the fact that a 1-model-complete theory with alge-
braically prime models has quantifier elimination. Iteration and adjunc-
tion are identified as important constructions that can be very helpful,
by themselves or composed, in proving that a theory has algebraically
prime models. Some guidelines are also discussed towards showing that
a theory is 1-model-complete. Illustrations are provided for the theories
of the natural numbers with successor, term algebras (having stacks as a
particular case) and algebraically closed fields.

Keywords quantifier elimination, decidability of theories.
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1 Introduction
Quantifier elimination is a key property for proving decidability of a first-order
theory. Decidable theories play an essential role in computer science applica-
tions. For example, the theory of real closed fields (firstly proved to be decidable
by Alfred Tarski, see [14]) is of utmost interest when considering for instance
probabilistic reasoning (see [4]) and hybrid system verification (see [12]), and
the theory of algebraically closed fields has an important role in computer alge-
bra systems (see [2]). On the other hand, decidable theories are very relevant
in the areas of theorem proving and data abstraction [5, 13, 15, 1].

Proving decidability of new theories as well as finding new algorithms for
proving quantifier elimination is still a very active research concern (see, for
instance, [11, 10]). Moreover, it is foreseeable that future applications of com-
puter science may require proving decidability of other relevant theories. Thus
we need an effective toolbox of techniques for helping computer scientists in this
task.
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Θ has quantifier elimination

Θ is model complete
�� Θ has prime models

Θ is complete
��

Θ is axiomatizable

Θ is decidable
��

Figure 1: A roadmap to decidability

The role of quantifier elimination for proving decidability is depicted in Fig-
ure 1. From there we can conclude that if we manage to prove that a theory
is axiomatizable, has quantifier elimination and has a prime model then we can
conclude that it is decidable.

Quantifier elimination has been studied from a symbolic perspective (con-
structive in the sense that an algorithm is given to compute a quantifier free
formula equivalent to a given formula) as well as from a semantic point of view.
In applications, people want to investigate symbolic quantifier elimination tech-
niques since they are more useful in algorithms. However, we believe that the
semantic perspective is also very important since it may allow to prove in a sim-
pler way that a theory enjoys quantifier elimination. If so, then the effort can be
concentrated on the constructive algorithm but already with the knowledge that
the theory enjoys quantifier elimination. And, of course, if this is not the case
no investment on the constructive part is made. In this paper we concentrate
our attention on general semantic techniques for quantifier elimination.

A well known sufficient condition for a theory Θ to have quantifier elimina-
tion (see, for instance Corollary 3.1.12 of [9]) requires that Θ has algebraically
prime models and is 1-model-complete. However, looking at several well known
theories we get the impression that more help could be provided, based on that
sufficient condition, for proving quantifier elimination. This is even more im-
portant when there are more researchers who want to use (semantic) quantifier
elimination.

The objective of this paper is to provide workable sufficient conditions for
proving that a theory has algebraically prime models and is 1-model-complete.

We started by generalizing the notion of a theory having algebraically prime
models, to a theory having algebraically prime models with respect to another
theory. As we will see in Section 3, the extended notion coincides with the
original one in some particular cases.

We identify two ways of establishing that a first-order theory ∆ has alge-
braically prime models with respect to a theory Υ:

• (Iteration) ∆ has algebraically prime models with respect to Υ whenever
there is a map between the models of ∆ satisfying particular conditions
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that guarantee that the image, by this map, of a model of ∆ is “closer” to be
a model of Υ than the original model and that, the successive application
of this map converges, eventually in the limit, to a model of Υ which is
an algebraic prime extension of the original model;

• (Adjunction) ∆ has algebraically prime models with respect to Υ whenever
there is a particular adjunction between their categories of models and
embeddings.

The first condition is developed in Section 3 and the second in Section 4. By
composing these two techniques, see the ending of Section 4, we have a more
practical way to prove that a theory has algebraically prime models. Further-
more, we propose in Section 5 a sufficient condition, named adequacy for ∃, for
a theory to be 1-model-complete.

We illustrate these conditions and techniques throughout the paper on the
theory of naturals with successor, the theory of term algebras (having a theory
of stacks as a particular case) and on the theory of algebraically closed fields.

Finally, in Section 6, we briefly draw some concluding remarks.

2 Preliminaries
We start this section by briefly reviewing some relevant notions. Given a first-
order signature, by a (first-order) theory over that signature we mean a set of
sentences over the signature, closed under semantic entailment.1 In the sequel,
in order to simplify the presentation, we may omit the reference to the signature
when there is no ambiguity. A theory Γ is decidable if there is an algorithm
that when receiving a formula returns 1 if the formula is in Γ and 0 otherwise.
Usually the decidability of a theory is not proved directly. It is common to prove
that the theory is complete and axiomatizable, since these conditions imply the
decidability of the theory. A theory Γ over a signature Σ is complete if, for every
closed formula ϕ, either

Γ �Σ ϕ or Γ �Σ ¬ϕ

and is axiomatizable if there is a decidable set of sentences Θ such that Θ�Σ = Γ.
For instance, Th(N), the theory of natural numbers with function symbols 0,
successor, + and × and predicate symbol < is not axiomatizable as shown
by Gödel in [6]. Herein we only consider axiomatizable theories, and, so, we
identify a theory with a decidable set of sentences (the axioms of the theory)
whose closure under semantic entailment coincides with the theory.

A theory Θ over a signature Σ has quantifier elimination if, for each formula
ϕ there is a quantifier free formula ϕ∗ such that Θ �Σ ϕ⇔ϕ∗, and ϕ and ϕ∗ have
the same free variables. As examples of theories enjoying quantifier elimination
note that the first-order theory of the:

• natural numbers with successor;
1In this work we consider first-order logic with equality ∼=.
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• natural numbers with successor, +, -, <;

• divisible torsion-free Abelian groups;

• term algebras;

• atomless Boolean algebras;

• algebraically closed fields;

• ordered real closed fields;

• differentially closed fields;

• dense orders without limits;

enjoy quantifier elimination. Amongst the results establishing sufficient condi-
tions for quantifier elimination, there is one that is widely used when proving
this property by symbolic and constructive techniques. It says that a theory Θ
has quantifier elimination providing that for each formula

∃xϕ

where ϕ is a quantifier free formula, there is a formula ϕ∗ such that: (i) ϕ
is a quantifier free formula; (ii) ϕ has the same free variables of ϕ∗ with the
exception of x; and (iii) Θ `Σ (∃xϕ)⇔ ϕ∗.

3 Iteration
We start by defining when a model Ī of a theory Υ is an algebraic prime ex-
tension of a model I of a theory ∆ over the same signature as Υ and such that
Mod(Υ) ⊆ Mod(∆): this means that there is an embedding η̄I : I → Ī such
that for every embedding h : I → I ′ with I ′ in Mod(Υ) there is an embedding
h′ : Ī → I ′ with h = h′ ◦ η̄I (see Figure 2). In this case Ī is also said to be
algebraically prime with respect to I via η̄I .

So, given first-order theories ∆ and Υ over the same signature, we say that
∆ has algebraically prime models with respect to Υ whenever

• Mod(Υ) ⊆ Mod(∆); and

• there is a map F that associates to each model I of ∆ an algebraically
prime model Ī = F (I) of Υ;

When ∆ is Υ∀, this notion coincides with the notion of Υ having algebraically
prime models.2

2Recall that, for any first-order theory Θ, Θ∀ is the set of all sentences entailed by Θ of
the form ∀x1 . . . ∀xnϕ where ϕ is a quantifier free formula.
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Figure 2: ∆ has algebraically prime models with respect to Υ.

In general, the proof that a theory ∆ has algebraically prime models with
respect to another theory Υ, can be split in the following three steps: (a) defi-
nition of map F : Mod(∆)→ Mod(Υ); (b) for each model I of ∆, the definition
of the embedding η̄I ; (c) verification of the universal property in Figure 2.

Looking at several examples we arrived at the conclusion that the map F
from Mod(∆) to Mod(Υ) can be obtained by using an iterative construction
over a one-step map E from Mod(∆) to Mod(∆) where E(I) is closer to being
algebraically prime with respect to I. By iteratively applying E to I we obtain
F (I) which is an algebraically prime model with respect to I.

The idea is that for showing that a theory has quantifier elimination using
this method, it is only necessary to worry about the one step construction. A
general result will state that if the one step construction fulfills certain properties
then ∆ will have algebraically prime models with respect to Υ. With this
purpose in mind, assume that we start with:

• first-order theories ∆ and Υ contained in ∀2 over a signature Σ and with
Mod(Υ) ⊆ Mod(∆);3

• a map E : Mod(∆)→ Mod(∆);

• a family of embeddings η = {ηI : I → E(I)}I∈Mod(∆).

We say that E extends in one step ∆ towards Υ via η whenever:

• E is quasi-adjoint for Υ via η, i.e.:

– for every I in Mod(∆), I ′ in Mod(Υ) and embedding h : I → I ′ there
is an embedding h′ from E(I) to I ′ such that h′ ◦ ηI = h;

• E increments local satisfaction for Υ via η, i.e.,
3Recall that ∀2 is the smallest class of formulas containing ∃1 and closed under ∧, ∨ and

adding universal quantifiers at the front, where ∃1 is the smallest class of formulas containing
the quantifier free formulas and closed under ∧, ∨ and adding existential quantifiers at the
front. Observe that every ∀2 formula is equivalent to a ∀2 formula ∀x1 . . . ∀xnψ with ψ in ∃1
(for more details see for instance Section 2.4 of [7]). From now on we assume without loss of
generality that the ∀2 formulas are of this form, i.e., of the form ∀x1 . . . ∀xnψ with ψ in ∃1.
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– for every ∀x1 . . . ∀xnϕ in Υ \ ∆ where ϕ does not have universal
quantifiers, I in Mod(∆) and assignment ρ over I, if Iρ 6Σ ϕ then
E(I)ηI ◦ ρ Σ ϕ.4

The objective now is to prove, using these assumptions, that ∆ has alge-
braically prime models with respect to Υ. We start by introducing En and ηp,q.
Let

En : Mod(∆)→ Mod(∆) for n ∈ N

be the family of maps inductively defined as follows: E0 is idMod(∆) and En+1

is E ◦En. Moreover, given natural numbers p and q with p ≤ q, let ηp,q be the
family

{ηp,qI : Ep(I)→ Eq(I)}I∈Mod(∆)

of embeddings inductively defined on q− p as follows: ηp,pI is idEp(I) and η
p,q
I =

ηEq−1(I) ◦ ηp,q−1
I .

Finally, we define the map Eω as well as the family of embeddings ηω. Given
I ∈ Mod(∆), let

Eω(I) = (Dω, ·Fω , ·Pω )

be as follows:

• Dω is the quotient set of ]n∈NDn by the binary relation ∼ where

d ∼ e iff ηk,mI (d) = e

for every d ∈ Dk, e ∈ Dm with k,m ∈ N and k ≤ m;

• fFω ([d1], . . . , [dn]) = [fFk(ηk1,k
I (d1), . . . , ηkn,kI (dn))],

whenever di ∈ Dki for i = 1, . . . , n and k = max{k1, . . . , kn};

• pPω ([d1], . . . , [dn]) = pPk(ηk1,k
I (d1), . . . , ηkn,kI (dn)),

whenever di ∈ Dki for i = 1, . . . , n and k = max{k1, . . . , kn}.

and let ηωI be the family {ηn,ωI : En(I) → Eω(I)}n∈N of embeddings such that
ηn,ωI (d) = [d]. We denote by ηω the map η0,ω. Observe that (Eω(I), ηωI ) is a
direct limit of the directed diagram

({En(I)}n∈N, {ηp,qI : Ep(I)→ Eq(I)}p,q∈N,p≤q).
4Given a signature Σ, an interpretation structure I = (D, ·F , ·P ) over Σ, a variable assign-

ment ρ : X → D, and a first-order formula ϕ, we denote by Iρ Σ ϕ the satisfaction of ϕ by
I and ρ. Recall that this relation is inductively defined as follows:
∗ Iρ Σ p(t1, . . . , tn) whenever ([[t1]]Iρ, . . . , [[tn]]Iρ) ∈ pP for every terms t1, . . . , tn and n-

ary predicate symbol p, where [[t]]Iρ is the interpretation of term t over I and ρ, inductively
defined as follows: (a) [[x]]Iρ = ρ(x) for every variable x; and (b) [[f(t1, . . . , tn)]]Iρ =

fF ([[t1]]Iρ, . . . , [[tn]]Iρ) for every n-ary function symbol f and terms t1, . . . , tn;
∗ Iρ Σ ¬ϕ1 whenever Iρ 6Σ ϕ1 ;
∗ Iρ Σ (ϕ1⇒ ϕ2) whenever Iρ Σ ϕ1 implies Iρ Σ ϕ2;
∗ Iρ Σ ∀xϕ1 whenever for every ρ′ over I with ρ′(y) = ρ(y) for every y 6= x, Iρ′ Σ ϕ1 .
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The idea is that F is Eω and η̄I is ηωI for each model I of ∆. We start by
proving that Eω(I) is a model of Υ whenever I is a model of ∆, provided that
E satisfies the conditions above.

Proposition 3.1 Assuming that E extends in one step ∆ towards Υ via η,
then, Eω is a map from Mod(∆) to Mod(Υ).

Proof: We must show that for each model I of ∆, Eω(I) is a model of Υ. Let
∀x1 . . . ∀xnϕ be a sentence in Υ where ϕ does not have universal quantifiers, and
ρω an assignment over Eω(I). Denote by {y1, . . . , ym} the set of variables that
occur free in ϕ and for each j = 1, . . . ,m, let kj be a natural number such that
ρω(yj) ∈ η

kj ,ω
I (Ekj (I)). Moreover, denote by k the maximum of {k1, . . . , km}

and let ρk be an assignment over Ek(I) such that

ηk,ωI (ρk(yj)) = ρω(yj)

for j = 1, . . . ,m. Observe that such an assignment exists since

ηk,ωI ◦ ηkj ,kI = η
kj ,ω
I .

One of the following two cases hold:
(a) ∀x1 . . . ∀xnϕ ∈ ∆. Then I Σ ∀x1 . . . ∀xnϕ and so Eω(I) Σ ∀x1 . . . ∀xnϕ
since satisfaction of ∀2 sentences is preserved by directed limits, see Theo-
rem 2.4.4 and Theorem 2.4.6 in [7].
(b) ∀x1 . . . ∀xnϕ 6∈ ∆. Then, one of the following two cases hold:

(i) Ek(I), ρk Σ ϕ. Then Eω(I), ηk,ωI ◦ρk Σ ϕ since ϕ is in the closure for ∧ and
∨ of the class of formulas ∃1, η

k,ω
I is an embedding from Ek(I) to Eω(I), and

embeddings preserve satisfaction of such formulas. Therefore Eω(I), ρω Σ ϕ.
(ii) Ek(I), ρk 6Σ ϕ. Then, since E via η increments local satisfaction for Υ,

Ek+1(I), ηEk(I) ◦ ρk Σ ϕ

and so, since ϕ is in the closure for ∧ and ∨ of the class of formulas ∃1, η
k+1,ω
I

is an embedding from Ek+1(I) to Eω(I), and embeddings preserve satisfaction
of such formulas,

Eω(I), ηk+1,ω
I ◦ ηEk(I) ◦ ρk Σ ϕ.

Therefore, Eω(I), ρω Σ ϕ since ηk+1,ω
I ◦ ηEk(I) = ηk,ωI . QED

We now show that ∆ has algebraically prime models with respect to Υ,
under the conditions above.

Theorem 3.2 Assuming that E extends in one step ∆ towards Υ via η, then
for each model I of ∆, Eω(I) is algebraically prime with respect to I via ηωI .
Hence, ∆ has algebraically prime models with respect to Υ.

Proof: Let I be a model of ∆, I ′ a model of Υ and h an embedding of I into
I ′, Consider a family {gk : Ek(I)→ I ′}k∈N of embeddings where:
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• g0 is h;

• gk is such that gk ◦ ηEk−1(I) = gk−1 (there is such an embedding since E
via η is quasi-adjoint for Υ).

Observe that
(†) gq ◦ ηp,qI = gp

for any natural numbers p and q with p ≤ q, as can be shown by induction on
q − p.
Let h′ : Eω(I)→ I ′ be such that

h′(b) = gk(a)

where k ∈ N and a ∈ Ek(I) are such that b = ηk,ωI (a). Then:
(1) h′ is well defined.
Let n be a natural number and d in En(I) such that b = ηn,ωI (d). Suppose
without loss of generality that k ≤ n. Then, ηk,nI (a) = d, and, so, by (†),
gk(a) = gn(ηk,nI (a)) = gn(d);
(2) h′ is injective.
Assume that h′(b1) = h′(b2). Let k1 and k2 be natural numbers, and a1 and
a2 elements of Ek1(I) and Ek2(I) respectively, such that ηk1,ω

I (a1) = b1 and
ηk2,ω
I (a2) = b2. Then gk1(a1) = h′(b1) = h′(b2) = gk2(a2) taking into account
the definition of h′. Without loss of generality assume that k1 ≤ k2. Then
gk2(ηk1,k2

I (a1)) = gk1(a1) by (†). Hence ηk1,k2

I (a1) = a2 since gk2 is injective.
Therefore ηk1,ω

I (a1) = ηk2,ω
I (a2), and, so, b1 = b2;

(3) h′ is an homomorphism. Straightforward;
(4) h′ ◦η0,ω

I = h. Indeed: let d be an arbitrary element of I. Then h′(η0,ω
I (d)) =

g0(d) by definition of h′. The thesis follows since g0(d) is h(d). QED

We now illustrate these notions and results with several examples involving
the theory of natural numbers with successor, the theory of term algebras and
the theory of algebraically closed fields.

Natural Numbers with Successor
Let ΣS be the signature with F0 = {0} and F1 = {S}, for the theory ΘS
containing the sentences:

S1 ∀x(¬(Sx ∼= 0));

S2 ∀x∀y((Sx ∼= S y)⇒ (x ∼= y));

S3 ∀y((¬(y ∼= 0))⇒ (∃x(y ∼= Sx)));

S4 ∀x(¬(Sn x ∼= x)) for each n ∈ N+;
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for the natural numbers with successor, see Section 3.1 of [3]. Taking into
account Theorem 3.2, in order to show that Θ∀S has algebraically prime models
with respect to ΘS, it is enough to show the following conditions:

1. the sentences of Θ∀S and ΘS are in ∀2;

2. Mod(ΘS) ⊆ Mod(Θ∀S);

3. there is a map E : Mod(Θ∀S) → Mod(Θ∀S) and a family of embeddings
η = {ηI : I → E(I)}I∈Mod(Θ∀S) such that

(a) E via η is quasi-adjoint for ΘS;

(b) E via η increments local satisfaction for ΘS.

It is immediate to see that Conditions 1 and 2 hold. We now show that Condi-
tion 3 also holds. Let E : Mod(Θ∀S)→ Mod(Θ∀S) be such that

E((D, ·F , ·P )) = (D•, ·F
•
, ·P
•
)

where:

• D• is D∪{d• : d• 6∈ D, d ∈ D\{0F }, there is no e in D with SF (e) = d};

• 0F
•

= 0F ;

• SF
•
(e) =

{
SF (e) if e is in D
d if e is d•;

and η be the family {ηI : I → E(I)}I∈Mod(Θ∀S) where each ηI is the inclusion of
I into E(I).

Clearly, for each model I of Θ∀S, E(I) is also a model of Θ∀S. In fact, observe
that I is a substructure of a model of ΘS, see Exercise 2.5.10 of [9]. Hence, E(I)
is also a substructure of that model, and, so, it is a model of Θ∀S.

Proposition 3.3 The map E via η is quasi-adjoint for ΘS.

Proof: Let I = (D, ·F , ·P ) be a model of Θ∀S, I
′ = (D′, ·F ′ , ·P ′) a model of ΘS,

h an embedding from I to I ′, and h′ a map from E(I) to I ′ defined as follows:

h′(e) =

{
h(e) if e is in D
(SF

′
)−1(h(d)) if e is d•.

Then:

(1) h′ is well defined. It is enough to see that if e is d• then there is one and
only one e′ in D′ with SF

′
(e′) = h(d). Indeed: by S3 there is one e′ in D′ with

SF
′
(e′) = h(d) since h(d) is not 0F

′
because d is not 0F and h is an embedding.

There is at most one e′ in D′ with SF
′
(e′) = h(d) since SF

′
is one to one by S2.
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(2) h′ is one to one. Since h is an embedding, it is enough to show that:
(i) for each e1 of the form d•1, h′(e1) /∈ h(D). Suppose by contradiction that
h′(e1) ∈ h(D) and let d ∈ D be such that h′(e1) = h(d). Then (SF

′
)−1(h(d1)) =

h(d). Hence h(d1) = SF
′
((SF

′
)−1(h(d1))) = SF

′
(h(d)) = h(SF (d)). Since h is

one to one then d1 = SF (d) which contradicts the fact that there is no e in D
with SF (e) = d1;
(ii) for each e1 and e2 of the forms d•1 and d•2 respectively, if h′(e1) = h′(e2) then
e1 = e2. Suppose that h′(e1) = h′(e2). Then (SF

′
)−1(h(d1)) = (SF

′
)−1(h(d2))

and so h(d1) = SF
′
((SF

′
)−1(h(d1))) = SF

′
((SF

′
)−1(h(d2))) = h(d2). Since h is

an embedding then d1 = d2, and so e1 = e1.

(3) h′(0F
•
) = 0F

′
. Indeed: h′(0F

•
) = h′(0F ) = h(0F ) = 0F

′
since h is an

embedding;

(4) h′(SF
•
(e)) = SF

′
(h′(e)). In order to show this, consider two cases:

(i) e 6∈ D. Suppose e is d•. Then h′(SF
•
(e)) = h′(d) = h(d) = SF

′
((SF

′
)−1(h(d))) =

SF
′
(h′(e));

(ii) e is in D. Then h′(SF
•
(e)) = h′(SF (e)) = h(SF (e)) = SF

′
(h(e)) =

SF
′
(h′(e)).

(5) h′ ◦ ηI = h. Indeed, let d ∈ D. Then h′(ηI(d)) = h′(d) = h(d). QED

Proposition 3.4 The map E via η increments local satisfaction for ΘS.

Proof: Let I = (D, ·F , ·P ) be a model of Θ∀S and ρ an assignment over I.
Observe that ΘS \ Θ∀S = {S3}. Suppose Iρ 6ΣS (¬(y ∼= 0))⇒ (∃x(y ∼= Sx)).
Then Iρ ΣS ¬(y ∼= 0) and Iρ 6ΣS ∃x(y ∼= Sx). Hence ρ(y) 6= 0F and there is
no e inD with ρ(y) = SF (e). Observe that ρ(y)• ∈ E(I), ρ(y) = SF

•
(ρ(y)•) and

ηI(ρ(y)) = ρ(y). Therefore E(I)ηI ◦ ρ ΣS ∃x(y ∼= Sx) and so E(I)ηI ◦ ρ ΣS

(¬(y ∼= 0))⇒ (∃x(y ∼= Sx)). QED

So, taking into account that E via η is quasi-adjoint for ΘS and increments
local satisfaction for ΘS, see Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 respectively,
we can use Theorem 3.2 to conclude that the following theorem holds.

Theorem 3.5 Theory ΘS has algebraically prime models.

Term Algebras
Consider the first-order theory for term algebras induced by a given first-order
signature with no predicate symbols, see [7]. We show that it has algebraically
prime models using our iteration criteria.

Given a signature Σ with no predicate symbols, let Σta be the signature
induced by Σ with Fta1 = {fi : n ∈ N, f ∈ Fn and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}} and Pta1 =
{Isc : c ∈ F0} ∪ {Isf : n ∈ N and f ∈ Fn} for the theory Θta containing the
sentences:
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T1 ∃1x Isc(x)
for each constant symbol c in F0;

T2 ∀x1 . . . ∀xn∃1x(Isf (x) ∧ f1(x) ∼= x1 ∧ . . . ∧ fn(x) ∼= xn)
for each function symbol f in Fn and n ∈ N;

T3 ∀x¬(Ise1(x) ∧ Ise2(x))
where e1 and e2 are distinct constant or function symbols;

T4 ∀x((¬ Isf (x))⇒ fi(x) ∼= x)
for each function symbol f in Fn, n ∈ N and i = 1, . . . , n;

T5 ∀x((t(fi(x)) ∼= x)⇒¬ Isf (x))
for each function symbol f in Fn, n ∈ N, and sequence t of function
symbols over Σta, and i = 1, . . . , n.

The idea is that, given a model of Θta, the values in its carrier set that corre-
spond to terms of Σ are the ones for which one of the predicates Is_ hold. For
example, if a value of the domain satisfies predicate Isf for a function symbol f
in Σ, then that value is the denotation of a term of Σ whose main constructor is
f . With this in mind, observe that T1 guarantees that each constant of Σ has a
unique value corresponding to it, and T2 does the same for each function sym-
bol of Σ and domain values (corresponding or not to terms of Σ) as arguments.
Axiom T3 ensures that each value in the domain of a model of Θta corresponds
to at most one term of Σ, and axiom T4 requires that if a domain value is not a
representative of a term with main constructor f then its projection along f is
itself. Finally, axiom T5 requires that any representative of a non-constant term
is different from each of its arguments, as well as from each of the arguments of
its arguments, and so on.

Note that when Σ is the signature Σstc with F stc
0 = N, F stc

2 = {push} and
the other sets are empty, then Θstc

ta is a first-order theory for stacks. Observe
that, in this case, push1 and push2 correspond to the usual stack operations of
pop and top.

Taking into account Theorem 3.2, in order to show that Θ∀ta has algebraically
prime models with respect to Θta, it is enough to show the following conditions:

1. the sentences of Θ∀ta and Θta are in ∀2;

2. Mod(Θta) ⊆ Mod(Θ∀ta);

3. there are a map E : Mod(Θ∀ta) → Mod(Θ∀ta) and a family of embeddings
η = {ηI : I → E(I)}I∈Mod(Θ∀ta) such that

(a) E via η is quasi-adjoint for Θta;

(b) E via η increments local satisfaction for Θta.

It is immediate to see that Conditions 1 and 2 hold. We now show that Condi-
tion 3 also holds.
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Let E : Mod(Θ∀ta)→ Mod(Θ∀ta) be such that

E((D, ·F , ·P )) = (D∗, ·F
∗
, ·P
∗
)

where:

• D∗ is the union of D with

– {dc : c in F0, dc /∈ D and there is no e in D with IsFc (e) = 1};
– {〈d1, . . . , dn〉f : d1, . . . , dn ∈ D,n ∈ N, f ∈ Fn, 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f /∈ D and

there is no e in D with IsFf (e) = 1 and fF1 (e) = d1, . . . , f
F
n (e) = dn};

• for every c ∈ F0,

IsF
∗

c (d) =


IsFc (d) if d ∈ D
1 if d is dc
0 otherwise;

• for every f ∈ Fn,

IsF
∗

f (d) =


IsFf (d) if d ∈ D
1 if d is 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f
0 otherwise;

• for every f ∈ Fn and i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

fF
∗

i (d) =


fFi (d) if d ∈ D
di if d is 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f
d otherwise;

and η be the family {ηI : I → E(I)}I∈Mod(Θ∀ta) where each ηI is the inclusion of
I into E(I).

Clearly, for each model I of Θ∀ta, E(I) is also a model of Θ∀ta, since I is a
substructure of a model of Θta, by Exercise 2.5.10 of [9], and, so, by definition,
E(I) is also a substructure of a model of Θta. Hence, see Exercise 2.5.10 of [9],
E(I) is a model of Θ∀ta.

Proposition 3.6 The map E via η is quasi-adjoint for Θta.

Proof: Let I = (D, ·F , ·P ) be a model of Θ∀ta, I ′ = (D′, ·F ′ , ·P ′) a model of Θta,
h an embedding from I to I ′, and h′ a map from E(I) to I ′ defined as follows:

h′(e) =


h(e) if e is in D
d′ if e is dc and d′ is such that IsF

′

c (d′) = 1

d′ if e is 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f and d′ is such that IsF
′

f (d′) = 1 and
fF
′

i (d′) = h(di) for i = 1, . . . , n.

12



Then:

(1) h′ is well defined. It is enough to see that if e is dc then by axiom T1 there
is a unique d′ in D′ with IsF

′

c (d′) = 1, and if e is 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f then by axiom T2
there is a unique d′ in D′ with IsF

′

f (d′) = 1 and fF
′

i (d′) = h(di) for i = 1, . . . , n.

(2) h′ is one to one. Since h is an embedding, it is enough to show that:
(i) for each e in D∗ of the form dc, h′(e) /∈ h(D). Suppose by contradiction
that h′(e) ∈ h(D) and let d ∈ D be such that h′(e) = h(d). Observe that
IsF

′

c (h′(e)) = 1 and thus IsF
′

c (h(d)) = 1. Hence IsFc (d) = 1 since h is an em-
bedding which contradicts the existence of dc in D∗;
(ii) for each e in D∗ of the form 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f , h′(e) /∈ h(D). The proof of this
case is similar to the proof of case (i) and so we omit it;
(iii) for each e1 and e2 in D∗ of the forms dc1 and dc2 respectively, if h′(e1) =
h′(e2) then e1 = e2. Suppose that h′(e1) = h′(e2). Then by definition of h′ the
constants c1 and c2 are the same and so e1 and e2 are the same.
(iv) for each e1 and e2 in D∗ of the forms 〈d1

1, . . . , d
1
n〉f1 and 〈d2

1, . . . , d
2
n〉f2 re-

spectively, if h′(e1) = h′(e2) then e1 = e2. The proof proceeds as in (iii) and so
we omit it;
(v) for each e1 and e2 of the forms 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f and dc respectively, h′(e1) 6=
h′(e2). Immediate by definition of h′ taking also into account axiom T3.

(3) h′(fF
∗

i (e)) = fF
′

i (h′(e)) for every e ∈ D∗. Consider the following three cases:
(i) e is inD. Then h′(fF

∗

i (e)) = h′(fFi (e)) = h(fFi (e)) = fF
′

i (h(e)) = fF
′

i (h′(e));
(ii) e is not in D and is not of the form 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f for some d1, . . . , dn in D.
Then h′(fF

∗

i (e)) = h′(e) = fF
′

i (h′(e)) by axiom T4;
(iii) e is of the form 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f . Then h′(fF

∗

i (e)) = h′(di) = h(di) =

fF
′

i (h′(e)) by definition of h′;

(4) IsF
∗

f (e) = 1 iff IsF
′

f (h′(e)) = 1. Consider the following three cases:

(i) e ∈ D. Then IsF
∗

f (e) = 1 iff IsFf (e) = 1 iff IsF
′

f (h(e)) = 1 iff IsF
′

f (h′(e)) = 1;
(ii) e /∈ D and is not of the form 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f for some d1, . . . , dn in D. Then
IsF

∗

f (e) = 0 = IsF
′

f (h′(e)) by definition of h′;

(iii) e is of the form 〈d1, . . . , dn〉f . Then IsF
∗

f (e) = 1 = IsF
′

f (h′(e)) by definition
of h′;

(5) IsF
∗

c (e) = 1 iff IsF
′

c (h′(e)) = 1. The proof of this case is omitted since it is
similar to the proof of case (4).

(6) h′ ◦ ηI = h. Indeed: h′(ηI(d)) = h′(d) = h(d) for every d ∈ D. QED

Proposition 3.7 The map E via η increments local satisfaction for Θta.

Proof: Let I = (D, ·F , ·P ) be a model of Θ∀ta and ρ an assignment over I.
Observe that, in order to simplify the presentation of Θta, the axioms T1 and T2
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use the quantifier ∃1. This quantifier is used as an abbreviation of two sentences,
one having an existential quantifier and the other with only universal quantifiers.
In the context of this proof it is important that we not use these abbreviations
and so we are seeing axiom T1 as two axioms, and the same for axiom T2.
Then, Θta \ Θ∀ta is the set {∀x1 . . . ∀xn∃x(Isf (x) ∧ f1(x) ∼= x1 ∧ . . . ∧ fn(x) ∼=
xn),∃x1 Isc(x1)}.
(1) Suppose Iρ 6Σta ∃x1 Isc(x1). Then IsFc (d) = 0 for every d in D. Hence
dc ∈ D∗ and moreover IsF

∗

c (dc) = 1. Thus E(I)ηI ◦ ρ Σta ∃x1 Isc(x1).
(2) Suppose Iρ 6Σta ∃x(Isf (x) ∧ f1(x) ∼= x1 ∧ . . . ∧ fn(x) ∼= xn). Then there
is no e in D with IsFf (e) = 1 and fF1 (e) = ρ(x1), . . . , fFn (e) = ρ(xn). Hence
〈ρ(x1), . . . , ρ(xn)〉f ∈ D∗ with fF

∗

i (〈ρ(x1), . . . , ρ(xn)〉f ) = ρ(xi) for every i =

1, . . . , n and IsF
∗

f (〈ρ(x1), . . . , ρ(xn)〉f ) = 1. Thus E(I)ηI ◦ ρ Σta ∃x(Isf (x) ∧
f1(x) ∼= x1 ∧ . . . ∧ fn(x) ∼= xn). QED

So, taking into account that E via η is quasi-adjoint for Θta and increments
local satisfaction for Θta, see Proposition 3.6 and Proposition 3.7 respectively,
we can use Theorem 3.2 to conclude that the following theorem holds.

Theorem 3.8 Theory Θta has algebraically prime models.

Algebraically Closed Fields – from Θf to Θacf

Let Σf be the signature for fields, that is: F0 = {0, 1}, F1 = {−}, and F2 =
{+,×}, Θf the theory containing the field axioms, and Θacf the theory over
Σf containing the axioms for algebraically closed fields, see [9, 7, 8]. We start
by stating a well known theorem, Theorem 2.5 of [8], used extensively in this
example.

Theorem 3.9 Let k be a field. Then there exists an algebraically closed field
containing k as a subfield.

Proof: This is Theorem 2.5 in Chapter 5 of [8]. QED

Moreover, let E = (QF◦PR) where PR is a map that associates to each field
I a polynomial ring I[VI ] where VI is a set of names vq in bijection with the set
of all polynomials q in I[x] with degree greater than 0, and QF associates to each
polynomial ring I[VI ] a field generated by the quotient with a maximal ideal
containing the ideal generated by all polynomials q(vq) in I[VI ] (see Figure 3 –
for details consult the proof of Theorem 3.9 – Theorem 2.5 in Chapter 5 of [8]).
Observe that E associates with each field an algebraic extension of it where
every polynomial in one variable of degree at least one with coefficients in the
field has a root.

Take η to be the family

{ηI : I → QF(PR(I))}I∈Mod(Θf)

of embeddings such that ηI(d) = [pId] where p
I
d is the constant polynomial d in

I[VI ].
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Figure 3: Definition of E as QF ◦ PR.

Proposition 3.10 The map QF ◦ PR via η is quasi-adjoint for Θacf.

Proof: Let I ′ be a model of Θacf and h : I → I ′ an embedding. Since QF◦PR(I)
is an algebraic extension of ηI(D), there is an embedding h̄ from QF ◦ PR(I)
into I ′ such that h̄ ◦ ηI = h by Theorem 2.8 in Chapter 5 of [8]. QED

Proposition 3.11 The map QF ◦ PR via η increments local satisfaction for
Θacf.

Proof: Let I be a model of Θf and ρ an assignment over I. Let n in N+

and γ be the formula ∃y (yn + x1y
n−1 + · · · + xn ∼= 0). Assume that Iρ 6Σf

∃y (yn + x1y
n−1 + · · · + xn ∼= 0). Let q be the polynomial in I[x] of the

form xn + ρ(x1)xn−1 + . . . + ρ(xn−1)x1 + ρ(xn). Then, as explained in the
proof of Theorem 3.9 (Theorem 2.5 of [8]) in Chapter 5 of [8], ηI ◦ q has
a root in PR(QF(I)). Consider an assignment ρ′ over PR(QF(I)) such that
ρ′(z) = ηI ◦ ρ(z) for every variable z 6= y, such that ρ′(y) is that root. Then
PR(QF(I))ρ′ Σf y

n + x1y
n−1 + · · · + xn ∼= 0 and so PR(QF(I))ηI ◦ ρ Σf

∃y(yn + x1y
n−1 + · · ·+ xn ∼= 0). QED

Since QF ◦ PR via η is quasi-adjoint for Θacf and increments local satisfac-
tion for Θacf by Proposition 3.10 and Proposition 3.11 respectively, we can use
Theorem 3.2 to conclude that the following corollary holds.

Theorem 3.12 Theory Θf has algebraically prime models with respect to Θacf.

Observe that, although ACF admits quantifier elimination, it is not decid-
able. To obtain decidability, we must add an axiom to ACF specifying a fixed
integral characteristic. Then, we can see that ACF0 has QE and that the alge-
braic numbers (the algebraic closure of the rationals Q) are a prime model for
ACF0.

4 Adjunction
An adjunction between two categories establishes a deep relationship between
their objects and morphisms. Given first-order theories Υ and ∆ with

Mod(Υ) ⊆ Mod(∆),
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we show in this section that every model of ∆ has an algebraically prime model in
Υ if the inclusion functor from the category of models of Υ and their embeddings
into the category of models of ∆ and their embeddings has a left adjoint.

We start by briefly recalling what is a natural transformation and a left
adjoint. Given functors F,H : C → D, a natural transformation α : F → H is
a family

α = {αc : F (c)→ H(c)}c∈|C|
of morphisms in D such that

H(f) ◦ αc1 = αc2 ◦ F (f)

for every morphism f : c1 → c2 in C. Moreover, F is said to be left adjoint of
functor H, denoted by

F a H

if there is a natural transformation

η : idC → H ◦ F,

called the unit of the adjunction satisfying the following universal property:
Given any morphism h : c→ H(d) in C, there is a unique morphism h̄ : F (c)→
d in D such that

H(h̄) ◦ ηc = h.

Theorem 4.1 Let Υ and ∆ be first-order theories with Mod(Υ) ⊆ Mod(∆). If
the inclusion functor from Mod(Υ) to Mod(∆) has a left adjoint

Ē

with unit η, then, Ē(I) is algebraically prime with respect to I via ηI .

Proof: Denote the inclusion functor from Mod(Υ) to Mod(∆) by JΥ∆. Let I
be a model of ∆, I ′ a model of Υ, and h : I → I ′ an embedding. Let h′ be
the unique embedding from Ē(I) to I ′ such that h = JΥ∆(h′) ◦ ηI , which exists
since E is a left adjoint of JΥ∆ with unit η. The thesis follows immediately
since JΥ∆(h′) = h′. QED

Algebraically Closed Fields – from Θ∀acf to Θf

Observe that the models of Θ∀acf are the integral domains since

Θacf �Σf ∀x1∀x2 (((¬(x1
∼= 0)) ∧ (¬(x2

∼= 0)))⇒ (¬(x1 × x2) ∼= 0)),

and that every field is an integral domain, i.e., Mod(Θf) ⊆ Mod(Θ∀acf).
Denote by J the inclusion functor from the category of models of Θf and

their embeddings into the category of models of Θ∀acf and their embeddings, and
by FF the functor that associates to each integral domain in Mod(Θ∀acf) its field
of fractions (in Mod(Θf)) (see [8]). Then, it is not difficult to show that FF is
a left adjoint of J , as is stated in the next proposition.
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Proposition 4.2 Functor FF is left adjoint of the inclusion functor J .

So, we can use Theorem 4.1 to conclude the following corollary.

Theorem 4.3 Theory Θ∀acf has algebraically prime models with respect to Θf.

It remains to show that the two forms of proving that a theory has alge-
braically prime models with respect to another theory can be composed.

Proposition 4.4 Let ∆, Ω and Υ be first-order theories such that:

• ∆ has algebraically prime models with respect to Ω;

• Ω has algebraically prime models with respect to Υ.

Then ∆ has algebraically prime models with respect to Υ.

Proof: Assume that every model of ∆ has an algebraically prime model in Ω and
that every model of Ω has an algebraically prime model in Υ. Let I be a model
of ∆. Denote by I◦ a model of Ω and by η◦I : I → I◦ an embedding such that I◦
is algebraically prime with respect to I via η◦I . Since Ω has algebraically prime
models with respect to Υ, I◦ has an algebraically prime model in Υ. Denote by
Ī a model of Υ and by η̄I◦ : I◦ → Ī an embedding such that Ī is algebraically
prime with respect to I◦ via η̄I◦ . We now show that Ī is algebraically prime
with respect to I via η̄I◦ ◦ η◦I . Indeed:
Let I ′ be a model of Υ and g : I → I ′ an embedding. Since Mod(Υ) ⊆ Mod(Ω)
we have that I ′ is a model of Ω and so, taking into account that I◦ is algebraically
prime with respect to I via η◦I , let g

◦ : I◦ → I ′ be an embedding such that
g = g◦ ◦ η◦I . Similarly, since Ī is algebraically prime with respect to I◦ via η̄I◦ ,
let ḡ◦ : Ī → I ′ be an embedding such that g◦ = ḡ◦◦η̄I◦ . Hence g = (ḡ◦◦η̄I◦)◦η◦I ,
that is, g = ḡ◦ ◦ (η̄I◦ ◦ η◦I ). Therefore, there is an embedding from Ī to I ′ whose
composition with η̄I◦ ◦ η◦I is g. QED

Algebraically Closed Fields – from Θ∀acf to Θacf

Mod(Θ∀acf)
Mod(Θf) Mod(Θacf)

FF 00 (QF◦PR)ω

..

Figure 4: Θ∀acf has algebraically prime models with respect to Θacf.

We omit the proof of the following Theorem since it follows immediately by
Theorem 4.3, Theorem 3.12, and by Proposition 4.4.

Theorem 4.5 The first-order theory Θacf has algebraically prime models.
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5 Adequacy for ∃
Local satisfaction of ∃xϕ formulas, where ϕ is a quantifier free formula, is pre-
served by embeddings. However, reflection of local satisfaction of those formulas
by embeddings does not hold in general. A theory is 1-model-complete whenever
this property holds, that is,

I ′h ◦ ρ Σ ∃xϕ implies Iρ Σ ∃xϕ

given an embedding h : I → I ′ and an assignment ρ : X → |I| over I.5 We now
provide a condition (“adequacy for ∃”) sufficient for that reflection to hold. This
condition tries to provide an answer to the following problem: What can be
done when one wants to prove that a theory is 1-model-complete? The idea was
to abstract the common aspects of proofs of reflection for several theories. As we
detail below, the proposal consists on investigating the literals that really matter
for the theory and variables at hand and try to show that their satisfaction is
reflected. As we will see below, those literals are the ones that, when satisfied
by a model of the theory, are not equivalent to literals without those variables.

Care must be taken with the variables that may appear existentially quan-
tified when proving the reflection of satisfaction. So, we consider not a set of
literals, but a family Ωe of sets of literals indexed by the finite sets of variables
that can be existentially quantified (those are the sets in the family Xe below).

In the sequel we denote by X the set of all variables and by L the set of all
finite non empty sets of literals. Given a theory Θ and a variable x, a pair of
families

• Xe = {XΛ̄}Λ∈L where XΛ̄ is finite and {x} ⊆ XΛ̄ ⊆ (X \Vars(Λ))∪ {x};

• {Ω(XΛ̄) : Ω(XΛ̄) is a set of literals}
XΛ̄ in Xe ;

is said to be Θ exhaustive for ∃ and x, whenever for every finite set Λ of literals
there are finite sets Λ1, . . . ,Λn with literals in Ω(XΛ̄) such that

Θ �Σ

(
∃x
∧

Λ
)
⇔

(
n∨
i=1

∃x1 . . . ∃xm
∧

Λi

)
.

where {x1, . . . , xm} = XΛ̄. Moreover, we say that a set of variables X1 is Θ
essential in a literal ν with respect to a set of literals Ω1 whenever for every µ
in Ω1 if Θ �Σ µ⇔ ν then a variable of X1 occurs in µ.

A theory Θ is adequate for ∃ whenever there are a variable x, a Θ ex-
haustive pair (Xe,Ωe) for ∃ and x, and a family Ae = {A(XΛ̄) : A(XΛ̄) ⊆
Ω(XΛ̄)}

XΛ̄ in Xe , such that, given

• an embedding h : I → I ′ in Mod(Θ);
5Given an embedding h : I → I′ and an assignment ρ : X → |I| over I, observe that

h ◦ ρ : X → |I′| is an assignment of values of I′ to the variables of X. So I′h ◦ ρ  ∃xϕ means
that formula ∃xϕ is satisfied by model I′ and assignment h ◦ ρ over I′.
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• finite and non-empty sets Λ and C of literals with C ⊆ Ω(XΛ̄);

• assignment ρ′ over I ′ such that ρ′(z) is in h(D) for every variable z not in
XΛ̄, and ρ′(z) is in D′ \ h(D) for some variable z in XΛ̄;

the following holds:

• for every ν in C \A(XΛ̄), if I ′ρ′  ν then XΛ̄ is not Θ essential in ν with
respect to Ω(XΛ̄);

• there is an assignment σ over I with h ◦ σ ≡XΛ̄ ρ′ such that:
for every ν in C ∩A(XΛ̄), if I ′ρ′ Σ ν then Iσ Σ ν.

In this case Θ is said to be adequate for ∃ and x with respect to (Xe,Ωe) and
Ae.

Observe that the family Ae identifies for each finite setXΛ of variables inXe,
a subset of the exhaustive set Ω(XΛ) of literals associated with those variables
containing the literals in which there is one such variable that is really essential.
So, Ae contains the literals whose satisfaction really need to be preserved.

Proposition 5.1 Every theory adequate for ∃ is 1-model-complete.

Proof:
Let Θ be a theory over a signature Σ adequate for ∃, x a variable and Xe, Ωe

and Ae families such that Θ is adequate for ∃ and x with respect to (Xe,Ωe)
and Ae. Moreover, let I and I ′ be models of Θ, h : I → I ′ an embedding, ρ an
assignment over I, and Λ a finite set of literals. Suppose that I ′ h◦ρ Σ ∃x

∧
Λ.

Since (Xe,Ωe) is Θ exhaustive for x, let Λ1, . . . ,Λn be finite sets of literals in
Ω(XΛ̄) where a variable of XΛ̄ only occurs if XΛ̄ is Θ essential in the literal in
question for Ω(XΛ̄), such that

I ′ h ◦ ρ Σ

(
n∨
i=1

∃x1 . . . ∃xm
∧

Λi

)
.

where {x1, . . . , xm} = XΛ̄. Let i be such that

I ′ h ◦ ρ Σ ∃x1 . . . ∃xm
∧

Λi.

We want to show that Iρ Σ ∃x1 . . . ∃xm
∧

Λi. Let ρ′ be an assignment over I ′
such that ρ′ ≡XΛ̄

h ◦ ρ and I ′ρ′ Σ

∧
Λi. Consider two cases:

(1) ρ′(xj) ∈ h(D) for every j = 1, . . . ,m. Let σ be such that σ ≡XΛ̄
ρ and

h ◦ σ = ρ′. Hence I ′h ◦ σ Σ

∧
Λi. Thus Iσ Σ

∧
Λi. Therefore Iρ Σ

∃x1 . . . ∃xm
∧

Λi as we wanted to show.

(2) ρ′(xj) is in D′ \ h(D) for some j in {1, . . . ,m}. Observe that the image
by ρ′ of every variable in Λi not in XΛ̄ is in h(D) since ρ′ ≡XΛ̄

h ◦ ρ. Hence,
since Θ is adequate for ∃ and x with respect to (Xe,Ωe) and Ae, let σ be an
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assignment over I such that h ◦ σ ≡XΛ̄
ρ′ and Iσ Σ ν whenever I ′ρ′ Σ ν for

every ν ∈ Λi ∩ A(XΛ̄). We now show that Iσ Σ

∧
Λi. So let ν be a literal of

Λi. Recall that I ′ρ′ Σ

∧
Λi. Consider two cases:

(a) ν ∈ A(XΛ̄). Then ν ∈ Λi ∩ A(XΛ̄) and so Iσ Σ ν by hypothesis since
I ′ρ′ Σ

∧
Λi and ν is in Λi;

(b) ν /∈ A(XΛ̄). Then, XΛ̄ is not Θ essential in ν for Ω(XΛ̄) since I ′ρ′ Σ ν.
Hence no variable of XΛ̄ occurs in ν since by hypothesis a variable of XΛ̄ only
occurs in literals of Λi when XΛ̄ is essential. So I ′h ◦ σ Σ ν since I ′ρ′ Σ ν
and (h ◦ σ)(z) = ρ′(z) for every variable z not in XΛ̄ and no variable of XΛ̄

occurs in ν. Hence Iσ Σ ν taking into account that ν is a literal.

So Iσ Σ

∧
Λi. Observe that h ◦ σ ≡XΛ̄ h ◦ ρ and so σ ≡XΛ̄ ρ. Therefore

Iρ Σ ∃x1 . . . ∃xm
∧

Λi.

Thus

Iρ Σ

(
n∨
i=1

∃x1 . . . ∃xm
∧

Λi

)
and so

Iρ Σ ∃xϕ

as we wanted to show. QED

Natural Numbers with Successor
The theory of natural numbers with successor is adequate for ∃, as we show
below, and, so, by Proposition 5.1, also 1-model-complete. Recall the first-
order theory ΘS for term algebras described in Section 3. Given a variable x
and a finite and non-empty set Λ of literals over ΣS, let

• XΛ̄
S be the set {x};

• ΩS({x}) be the set of all literals over the atomic formulas of the form
(Sm t) ∼= t′ where t and t′ are either 0 or a variable, and m is a natural
number;

and denote byXS the family {XΛ̄
S }Λ∈LS and by ΩS the family {ΩS(XΛ̄

S )}
XΛ̄

S ∈ XS
.

Then the following proposition immediately follows:

Proposition 5.2 The pair (XS,ΩS) is ΘS exhaustive for ∃ and x.

Denote by AS the family

{AS(XΛ̄
S )}

XΛ̄
S in XS

where AS(XΛ̄
S ) is the set of literals of ΩS(XΛ̄

S ) of the form ¬((Sm t) ∼= t′) where
m is a natural number greater than zero, t and t′ are either 0 or a variable, and
either t or t′ is x but not both.
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Proposition 5.3 The theory ΘS is adequate for ∃ and x with respect to (XS,ΩS)
and AS.

Proof: Let I and I ′ be models of ΘS, h : I → I ′ an embedding, Λ a finite
non-empty set of literals, C a finite non-empty set of literals in ΩS(XΛ̄

S ) and
ρ′ an assignment over I ′ such that ρ′(z) is in h(D) for every variable z not in
XΛ̄

S = {x}, and ρ′(x) is in D′ \ h(D).

(1) Let ν be a literal in C \AS(XΛ̄
S ) such that I ′ρ′  ν. Then ν is either of the

form (Sm t) ∼= t′ or ¬(t ∼= t′) where t and t′ are either 0 or a variable and m is
a natural number, or of the form ¬((Sm t) ∼= t′) where m is a natural number
greater than 0, t and t′ are either 0 or a variable, and either both t and t′ are x
or both are not x. The proof proceeds by case analysis:
(a) m is 0 or ν is ¬(t ∼= t′). Assume that ν is of the form t ∼= t′. We have two
cases: (i) t is t′. Then ν is equivalent to 0 ∼= 0 and so XΛ̄

S is not ΘS essential in ν
for ΩS(XΛ̄

S ); (ii) t is not t′. Then both t and t′ are not x since ρ′(x) ∈ D′ \h(D)

and 0F
′
and ρ′(z) ∈ h(D) for every z different from x. Then XΛ̄

S is not ΘS

essential in ν for ΩS(XΛ̄
S ). We omit the proof when ν is ¬(t ∼= t′) since it is

similar to the case just proved;
(b) m is not 0 and t is t′. Assume that ν is of the form (Sm t) ∼= t. This case is
not possible due to axiom S4. Assume now that ν is of the form ¬((Sm t) ∼= t).
Then ν is equivalent to 0 ∼= 0 and so XΛ̄

S is not ΘS essential in ν for ΩS(XΛ̄
S ).

(c) m is not 0, t and t′ are distinct and both are not x. Then XΛ̄
S is not ΘS

essential in ν for ΩS(XΛ̄
S );

(d) ν is of the form (Sm t) ∼= t′, m is not 0, t and t′ are distinct and either t
or t′ is x. This case is not possible since it implies that ρ′(x) ∈ h(D) and we
are assuming that ρ′(x) ∈ D′ \ h(D). We now detail the proof when m = 1.
Assume, by contradiction that SF

′
(ρ′(x)) = h(d) for some d ∈ D. Consider two

cases: (i) d = 0F . This case contradicts axiom S1. (ii) d is not 0F . Let d1

be such that SF (d1) = d. Then SF
′
(h(d1)) = h(SF (d1)) = h(d) = SF

′
(ρ′(x)).

Thus, by axiom S2, h(d1) = ρ′(x) which contradicts the hypothesis.

2) Without loss of generality denote the elements of C∩AS(XΛ̄
S ) by ¬((Sm1 t1) ∼=

t′1), . . . ,¬((Smn tn) ∼= t′n). Assume that I ′ρ′ ΣS ν for every ν ∈ C ∩ AS(XΛ̄
S ).

Let σ be an assignment over I such that h ◦σ ≡x ρ′ and such that σ(x) satisfies
the constraints imposed by those inequations. There is such a value in D since
D is infinite and the set of values that σ(x) should not take according to those
inequations is finite. Then Iσ ΣS ν for every ν ∈ C ∩AS(XΛ̄

S ) by definition of
σ. QED

So, capitalizing on the previous proposition and on Proposition 5.1 we can
now establish the following theorem.

Theorem 5.4 Theory ΘS is 1-model-complete.
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Term Algebras
Recall the first-order theory Θta for term algebras described in Section 3 over
the signature Σta induced by a signature Σ with no predicate symbols besides
equality. Given a variable x and a finite and non-empty set Λ of literals over
Σta,

• let XΛ̄
ta be a set {x, x1, . . . , xm} where x1, . . . , xm are variables not occur-

ring in Λ and m in N is greater than the product of the maximum depth
of a term in Λ containing x with the greatest arity of a function in Σ;

• let Ωta(XΛ̄
ta) be the set of all literals of Σta with no variables inXΛ̄

ta together
with the literals of the following form:

– ¬(z ∼= t) where z is in XΛ̄
ta and t is either a variable of XΛ̄

ta distinct
of z or has no variables of XΛ̄

ta;

– Isc(z), ¬ Isc(z) for every z in XΛ̄
ta and constant c in Σ;

– Isf (z), ¬ Isf (z) for every z in XΛ̄
ta and function symbol f in Σ.

Denote by Xta the family {XΛ̄
ta}Λ∈Lta and by Ωta the family {Ω(XΛ̄

ta)}
XΛ̄

ta in Xta
.

Then the following proposition, Proposition 5.5, follows immediately from the
first steps of the proof of Theorem 2.7.5 of [7].

Proposition 5.5 The pair (Xta,Ωta) is Θta exhaustive for ∃ and x.

Denote by Ata the family {Ata(XΛ̄
ta)}

XΛ̄
ta in Xta

where

Ata(XΛ̄
ta)

is the set of literals of Ωta(XΛ̄
ta) with a variable of XΛ̄

ta.

Proposition 5.6 The theory Θta is adequate for ∃ and x with respect to (Xta,Ωta)
and Ata, provided that Σ has an infinite number of constants.

Proof: Let I and I ′ be models of Θta, h : I → I ′ an embedding, Λ a finite
non-empty set of literals, C a finite non-empty set of literals in Ωta(XΛ̄

ta) and ρ′
an assignment over I ′ such that ρ′(z) is in h(D) for every variable z not in XΛ̄,
and ρ′(z) is in D′ \ h(D) for some variable z in XΛ̄.

(1) Let ν be a literal in C \ Ata(XΛ̄
ta) such that I ′ρ′  ν. Then, since C ⊆

Ωta(XΛ̄
ta), by definition of Ata(XΛ̄

ta) no variable of XΛ̄
ta occurs in ν. So XΛ̄

ta is not
Θta essential in ν for Ωta(XΛ̄

ta).

2) Assume that I ′ρ′ Σta ν for every ν ∈ C ∩Ata(XΛ̄
ta). Let σ be an assignment

over I such that (h ◦ σ)(z) = ρ′(z) for every variable z with ρ′(z) ∈ h(D) and
such that if ρ′(z) /∈ h(D) then
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• if Isf (z) is in C∩Ata(XΛ̄
ta) for some function symbol f in Σ then σ(z) is an

element in D satisfying the predicate Isf and different of [[t]]
Iσ for every

¬(z ∼= t) in C∩Ata(XΛ̄
ta). Observe that there is such an element in D since

Σ has an infinite number of constants by assumption and so by axioms
T2, T3 and T4 there is an infinite number of elements of D satisfying the
predicate Isf , and since the number of elements of the domain to which
σ(z) must be different is finite because C ∩ Ata(XΛ̄

ta) has a finite number
of literals;

• if Isf (z) is not in C ∩Ata(XΛ̄
ta) for every function symbol f in Σ then let

σ(z) be [[c′]]
I for some constant c′ in Σ, different of [[c]]

I for every ¬ Isc(z)
in C ∩Ata(XΛ̄

ta), and different of [[t]]
Iσ for every ¬(z ∼= t) in C ∩Ata(XΛ̄

ta).
Observe that there is such an element in D since Σ has an infinite number
of constants by assumption, which are interpreted as different elements of
the domain by axiom T4, and since C ∩ Ata(XΛ̄

ta) has a finite number of
literals.

Hence Iσ Σta ν for every literal ν of C ∩Ata(XΛ̄
ta), by definition of σ. QED

So, capitalizing on the previous proposition and on Proposition 5.1 we can
now establish the following theorem.

Theorem 5.7 Theory Θta is 1-model-complete.

Algebraically Closed Fields
We now prove that Θacf is adequate for ∃, and, so, by Proposition 5.1, that Θacf
is 1-model-complete. Given a variable x and a finite and non-empty set Λ of
literals over Σf, let

• XΛ̄
acf be the set {x};

• Ωacf({x}) be the set of all literals over the atomic formulas of the form

q(x1, . . . , xn, x) ∼= 0

for some natural number n and distinct variables x1, . . . , xn, x.

Denote byXacf and Ωacf the families of {XΛ̄
acf}Λ∈Lacf and {Ωacf(X

Λ̄
acf)}XΛ̄

acf in Xacf
,

respectively. Then the following proposition, Proposition 5.8, follows immedi-
ately.

Proposition 5.8 The pair (Xacf,Ωacf) is Θacf exhaustive for ∃ and x.

Denote by Aacf the family {Aacf(X
Λ̄
acf)}XΛ̄

acf in Xacf
where Aacf(X

Λ̄
acf) is the set

of literals of Ωacf(X
Λ̄
acf) whose main connective is negation.

Proposition 5.9 The theory Θacf is adequate for ∃ and x with respect to (Xacf,Ωacf)
and Aacf.
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Proof: Let I and I ′ be models of Θacf, h : I → I ′ an embedding, Λ a finite
non-empty set of literals, C a finite non-empty set of literals in Ωacf(X

Λ̄
acf) and

ρ′ an assignment over I ′ such that ρ′(z) is in h(D) for every variable z not in
XΛ̄

acf = {x}, and ρ′(x) is in D′ \ h(D). Then:

(1) Let ν be a literal in C \ Aacf(X
Λ̄
acf). Assume that I ′ρ′  ν. Then, for

some natural number n and distinct variables x1, . . . , xn, x, ν is of the form
q(x1, . . . , xn, x) ∼= 0. Assume by contradiction that XΛ̄

acf is Θacf essential in ν

for Ωacf(X
Λ̄
acf). Observe that ρ′(x) is a solution of the polynomial equation

qF
′
(ρ′(x1), . . . , ρ′(xn), x) = 0F

′
.

Let ρ be an assignment over I such that ρ(xi) = h−1(ρ′(xi)) for i = 1, . . . , n and
let m be the number of roots of the equation qF (ρ(x1), . . . , ρ(xn), x) = 0F in
D and d1, . . . , dm those roots. Note that h(d1), . . . , h(dm) are also the m roots
in D′ of the equation qF

′
(h(ρ(x1)), . . . , h(ρ(xn)), x) = 0F

′
that is of the equa-

tion qF
′
(ρ′(x1), . . . , ρ′(xn), x) = 0F

′
. So ρ′(x) = h(dj) for some j in {1, . . . ,m}

which contradicts the fact that ρ′(x) ∈ D′ \ h(D).
2) Assume with no loss of generality that C ∩ Aacf(X

Λ̄
acf) contains the literals

¬(q1(x11, . . . , x1n1
, x) ∼= 0), . . . ,¬(qk(xk1, . . . , xknk

, x) ∼= 0). Let σ be an assign-
ment over I such that h ◦ σ ≡x ρ′ and σ(x) is not a root of the polynomial
equation qFj (h−1(ρ′(xj1)), . . . , h−1(ρ′(xjnj )), x) = 0F for all j = 1, . . . , k. There
is such a value in D since D is infinite and the number of such roots is finite.
Then Iσ Σf ν for every ν ∈ C ∩Aacf(X

Λ̄
acf) by definition of σ. QED

So, capitalizing on the previous proposition and on Proposition 5.1, we can
establish the following theorem.

Theorem 5.10 Theory Θacf is 1-model-complete.

6 Concluding Remarks
The importance of decidability of first-order theories is well recognized in com-
puter science applications. In many cases proving decidability involves proving
that the theory at hand has quantifier elimination. Quantifier elimination can
be proved constructively using symbolic methods or non constructively using
semantic methods. The objective of this paper is to contribute to a toolbox
making easier to prove, in a semantic way, that a theory has quantifier elimina-
tion. We believe that this step is useful when we still do not know if a theory
has quantifier elimination. The work capitalises on a well known result stating
that a theory with algebraically prime models and 1-complete has quantifier
elimination.

Proving that a theory Θ has algebraically prime models with respect to
another theory Υ involves providing a map F from the models of Θ to the models
of Υ, an embedding from each model I of Θ to F (I) and involves verifying that
a certain universal property holds. In this paper we state that such a proof can
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be obtained either by iteration or by adjunction or by a combination of both.
We also provide a sufficient condition for a theory to be 1-model-complete. This
sufficient condition is targeted to identify the key literals for the theory at hand
and to prove the reflection of satisfaction of these literals through embeddings.
We illustrate the techniques on the theories of natural numbers with successor,
term algebras and algebraically closed fields.

When applying our results to show that a theory has algebraically prime
models with respect to another theory, one may wonder which method to use:
the iterative or the category theoretic. In order to help to answer this question
observe that the iterative approach is more general than the category theoretic
approach in the sense that the relationship considered between the categories of
models of the theories and their embeddings does not need to be a functor, as
it should be in the category theoretic approach. For example the relationship
used in the proof that Θf has algebraically prime models with respect to Θacf,
defined by the map QF ◦ PR : Mod(Θf) → Mod(Θf), is not a functor, which
means that in this case the category theoretic approach could not be used.

There are several ways to go on with this work. The most interesting and
perhaps important aspect is to obtain results of preservation of quantifier elim-
ination when adding axioms to a given theory.
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